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“We create beautiful and original products  
that people love to use every day and are  
proud to own.”

Founded in 1998, Black+Blum is based in London’s 
prestigious Oxo Tower – home to a thriving community 
of design orientated companies. Our products are sold 
through retailers in over 60 countries worldwide and 
we have warehouse centres in the UK and the USA.

Following successes in various product categories,  
our focus is now firmly on further developing our  
fast-growing and internationally popular food & drink  
on-the-go range. Both of these sectors are benefitting 
from growing consumer trends, notably in the areas  
of health, wellness, and ecological awareness.

We are proud to have membership with:

Dan Black - Co-founder & Lead Designer

ABOUT US
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20+ YEARS 
OF DESIGN

FOOD & DRINK ON-THE-GO
People are increasingly realising the importance and 
benefits of sustainable, healthy living. Our unique,  
on-the-go designs offer a range of tailored solutions 
for all your hydration and nutritional needs.  
Taking your own food and drink with you holds many 
health, environmental and economical benefits.
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STAINLESS STEEL 
COLLECTION

CHARCOAL FILTER 
COLLECTION

ORIGINALS 
COLLECTION
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STAINLESS STEEL 
COLLECTION

QUALITY STEEL
Our stainless steel range is getting an amazing 
reaction, especially from people who advocate  
a zero-waste lifestyle and appreciate products  
that are built to last. The mantra of ‘buy once,  
buy well’ is what fuels this collection and inspires  
us to grow and refine it every year.
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STAINLESS STEEL LUNCH BOX LARGE
Our Stainless Steel Lunch Box is the first truly leak-
proof box with 3-in-1 multi-functionality, meaning you 
can transport your lunch, cook dishes in the oven,  
and even store pre-cooked meals in a freezer.  
The silicone valve creates a secure vacuum-sealed 
closure, the adjustable divider allows you to separate 
food, and the fork & strap are added for convenience.

Stainless steel & silicone

L20 × W15 × H6.5 cm  
L7.8 × W6 × H1.9 in

1 L | 34 fl oz

OLIVE
BAM-SS-L010

OCEAN
BAM-SS-L005

ORANGE
BAM-SS-L003

PACKAGING
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STAINLESS STEEL SANDWICH BOX
Protect your sandwiches (or any dry food) and keep 
them fresh in our classic Sandwich Box. Prepare your 
food on-the-go with the anti-bacterial bamboo lid 
which doubles as a chopping board.

Stainless steel,  
natural bamboo  
& silicone

L22 × W14.7 × H5 cm  
L8.8 × W5.8 × H1.9 in

900 ml | 30 fl oz

OLIVE
BAM-SB010

OCEAN
BAM-SB005

ORANGE
BAM-SB003

CUTLERY SET & CASE
This stacking knife, fork and 
spoon set feels great to hold 
and conveniently nests into a 
compact case for easy carrying. 
Counter POS available (see p22).

BAM-SSC001

PACKAGING

Stainless steel  
& BPA-free polypropylene

L5 × W20 × H0.12 cm  
L2 × W8 × H1 in

PACKAGING
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THERMO POT
Our original vacuum food flask keeps food 
hot for up to 6hrs or cold for up to 8hrs and 
has a wide opening that makes it easy to eat 
from. The natural cork and polypropylene lid 
is watertight and provides extra insulation. 
The included spoon conveniently magnetises 
onto the side for easy carrying.

FOOD FLASK
The Food Flask is vacuum sealed to keep food 
hot for up to 6hrs or cold for up to 8hrs.  
The simple, compact design is watertight and 
includes a ladle spoon & vegan leather strap.

TP001

Stainless steel, BPA-free polypropylene, 
vegan leather & silicone

D9 × H17 cm  
D3.5 × H6.7 in

400 ml | 13.5 fl oz

ORANGE
BAM-FF-S003

OCEAN
BAM-FF-S005

OLIVE
BAM-FF-S010

PACKAGING PACKAGING

Stainless steel, natural cork, 
BPA-free polypropylene  
& silicone

D12.5 × H17 cm  
D4.9 × H6.7 in

550 ml | 18.5 fl oz

* 10 year guarantee on vacuum only
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INSULATED WATER BOTTLE
Keep your drinks cold for up to 24hrs or hot for up 
to 12hrs in our Insulated Water Bottle. The wide 
opening allows for easy pouring/cleaning and also fits 
our Binchotan charcoal filter & ice cubes. The vegan 
leather strap is attached to the stainless steel top  
so you won’t lose it. Our signature style bottleneck 
has the thread on the inside of the bottle, giving  
a smooth and comfortable opening to drink from.

WATER BOTTLE
Our lightweight steel bottle has a wide 
opening for easy pouring/cleaning and also  
fits our Binchotan charcoal filter & ice cubes.  
The vegan leather strap is attached to the lid 
so you won’t lose it.

Stainless steel,  
BPA-free polypropylene, 
vegan leather & silicone

Stainless steel, BPA-free 
polypropylene, vegan leather  
& silicone

D7 × H19 cm  
D2.75 × H7.5 in

500 ml | 17 fl oz

ORANGE
BAM-IWB-L003

OCEAN
BAM-WB-S005

OCEAN
BAM-IWB-L005

OLIVE
BAM-IWB-L010

ORANGE
BAM-IWB-S003

OCEAN
BAM-IWB-S005

OLIVE
BAM-IWB-S010

PACKAGINGPACKAGING

Small

D7.3 × H23.5 cm  
D2.8 × H9 in

500 ml | 17 fl oz

Large

D7.7 × H28.5 cm  
D3 × H11 in

750 ml | 25 fl oz

N
EW
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CHARCOAL FILTER 
COLLECTION

100% NATURAL FILTRATION 
The extraordinary filtering power of Binchotan 
charcoal has inspired perhaps our most iconic 
collection to date. What started out as one  
water filter bottle has developed into a series of  
must-have filtration products, whether you prefer 
to drink your water at home, at work or on-the-go.
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HISTORY
It is believed that a form of Binchotan charcoal (sometimes 
referred to as ‘white charcoal’) was introduced to Japan by a 
monk and scholar called Kukai 1,200 years ago. It was during 
the Edo Period (17th century) that a man called Binchuya 
Chozaemon made it popular.

HOW TO USE
The best thing about Binchotan Charcoal 
(other than its amazing filtering ability) is 
that it lasts 6 months. All you have to do 
is make sure you recharge it by boiling it 
for 10 minutes after 3 months of use.

HOW IT’S MADE
The Quercus phillyraeoides (oak) trees are pruned and the 
wood is transported to the kiln. It is stored there for 1 month 
untouched to dry the wood. It is then put inside the kiln 
and burned until it reaches 1200°C to make it red-hot and 
carbonised. The Binchotan charcoal is removed and quickly 
covered with a powder made from earth, sand & ash, and this 
gives the charcoal surface a whitish hue (explaining the name 
‘white charcoal’). The rapid rise in temperature, followed by  
a quick cooling, incinerates the bark and leaves a smooth,  
hard surface. This process takes 21 days.

Chlorine from 
tap water is 
adsorbed by 
the charcoal

Use for  
3 months

Filters in  
1-8 hours

Use for another 
3 months

Boil for 
10 minutes

Recycle as  
fertiliser, 

deodoriser 
or fuel

Minerals from 
charcoal are released 

into the water

Cl
17

Ca
20

K
19

HOW IT WORKS
This type of filtering works using a process similar to a reverse 
osmosis system. Binchotan charcoal has an incredibly porous 
surface with tiny cavities orientated in many directions - just 
1 gram has a surface area in excess of 250m2 (the size of a 
tennis court). The positive ions of contaminants in the water 
(e.g. chlorine) are attracted to the negative surface of the 
carbon where they are held. In reverse, the charcoal releases 
its natural minerals such as calcium, potassium and magnesium 
back into the water, which softens it and enhances its taste.

100°C

BINCHOTAN 
CHARCOAL
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NEW

CHARCOAL WATER FILTER
Binchotan charcoal makes tap water  
taste great! Leave in your water for 1-8 
hours and you’ll be amazed how well it 
works. Each stick lasts 6 months and 
comes vacuum packed in recyclable 
plastic for immediate use.  
Counter POS available (see p20).

CHARCOAL WATER FILTER 4-PACK
The Charcoal 4-pack is exactly what it 
says on the box – a pack of four Binchotan 
charcoal sticks. Combined, the 4-pack gives 
you 2 years’ worth of filtration! Each filter 
is individually vacuum-packed in recyclable 
plastic for immediate use.

D2.5 × L11.8 cm (approx.)  
D1 × L5 in (approx.)

W9.5 x L16.5 × H7 cm  
W3.8 x L6.5 x H2.8 in

PACKAGING

CHARCOAL WATER FILTER & COIL
The charcoal water filter that you know 
and love has been upgraded! This stainless 
steel holder gives you the opportunity to 
keep your water filtered in any bottle, 
with no rattle and no scratches! It’s also 
taste neutral and easy to use.  
Counter POS available (see p20).

Stainless steel  
& 100% natural wood

(1 x charcoal & 1 x steel 
holder included in  
each pack)

PACKAGING

Fits in any bottle!
(min. 30mm opening)

EGS004EGS001-1B EGS001-1C



EAU GOOD  
(CHARCOAL INCLUDED)

Our iconic water bottle comes with a Binchotan 
charcoal filter that easily locks in place thanks 
to the innovative squeeze-and-lock charcoal 
groove. The stainless steel closing ring makes it 
watertight and easy to carry.

EAU GOOD GLASS  
(CHARCOAL INCLUDED)

The Eau Good Glass has all the filtering qualities 
of the Eau Good, but it’s glass. Easily lock your 
charcoal in place with the stainless steel coil 
(included). It's fully leakproof and also comes with 
an insulating and protective neoprene sleeve.

BLUE
EG001

BLUE
EGG001

RED
EGG004

BLACK
EG005

OLIVE
EG010

LIME
EG002

LIME
EGG002

RED
EG004

BLACK
EGG005

Tritan™, stainless steel, 
nylon, silicone & natural cork

D8.5 × H24 cm  
D3.3 × H9.4 in

800 ml |  
27 fl oz

Borosilicate glass, natural 
cork, stainless steel, 
silicone, neoprene & nylon

D8 × H24 cm  
D3 × H9.4 in

650 ml |  
22 fl oz

PA
C

K
A

G
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G
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C

K
A
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G
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EAU CARAFE 
(CHARCOAL INCLUDED)

Our original, elegant carafe is made from 
hand-blown glass in a shape perfect for 
pouring and small enough to fit in most  
fridge doors. The stopper is natural cork.

EAU GOOD DUO  
(CHARCOAL INCLUDED)

The Eau Good Duo has all the filtering 
capabilities of the Eau Good but boasts a  
built-in infuser cap so you can infuse fruits and 
herbs too. The silicone hand strap and carry 
loop make carrying a breeze, and our signature 
style bottleneck has the thread on the inside  
so drinking from the bottle is a pleasure.

LIME
EGD002

GREY/BLUE
EGD-G01

GREY/LIME
EGD-G02

GREY/RED
EGD-G04

BLUE
EGD001

RED
EGD004

BLACK
EGD005

Tritan™, BPA-free 
polypropylene & silicone

D8.2 × H24.2 cm  
D3.2 × H9.5 in

700 ml |  
24 fl oz

PA
C

K
A

G
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G
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C
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G

EC001

Glass & natural cork

D9.5 × H28 cm  
D3.7 × H11 in

1.1 L | 37 fl oz

Infuse...

...or filter!
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ORIGINALS 
COLLECTION

ORIGINS
In the past, children had fun lunch boxes and 
adults had to make do with boring containers.  
In 2010, we thought it was time to revolutionise 
the lunch box world. This collection represents  
the classic designs that started the journey for us.
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BOX APPETIT
Designed to look like a ceramic bowl with a glass 
lid, the Box Appetit includes a sauce pot, inner dish 
and ‘fife’ (fork & knife combination) and a bonus 
sauce dipping area.

BENTO BOX
Designed to look like a ceramic bowl with a glass 
lid, the Bento Box has an adjustable divider  
to separate food, a sauce pot, a ‘fife’ (fork & knife 
combination) and a bonus sauce dipping area.

BPA free polypropylene, Tritan™ & silicone

L19 × W19 × H5.5 cm | L7.5 × W7.5 × H2.2 in

800 ml | 30 fl oz

BPA free polypropylene, Tritan™ & silicone

L19 × W12 × H5.5 cm | L7.5 × W4.5 × H2.2 in

500 ml | 17 fl oz

PINK
  BA002*

BLACK/RED
  BA004*

HONEY/SKY
  BA012*

HONEY
BT012

(UK/EU only)

OCEAN
BA005

OCEAN
BT005

LIME
BA001

OLIVE
BA010

PACKAGING PACKAGING

LIME
BT001

OLIVE
BT010

*(UK/EU only)
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LUNCH POT
The Lunch Pot consists of 2 watertight pots  
with carry strap & ‘spork’ (spoon & fork).  
Separate anything from yoghurt and fruit  
to noodles and soup. When you’re finished, the 
smaller pot fits inside larger pot for easy storage.

LUNCH BOWL
The Lunch Bowl is ideal for large salad or pasta 
dishes. Its ergonomic shape makes it easy to hold, 
and its curved side catches food, making it easy to 
eat from. It also comes with a sauce pot and fork.

BPA free polypropylene, Tritan™, nylon & silicone

D11.5 × H19 cm | D4.5 × H7.5 in

1st pot: 300 ml | 10 fl oz  
2nd pot: 550 ml | 18.5 fl oz

BPA free polypropylene, Tritan™ & silicone

L19.5 × W19.5 × H8.5 cm | L7.7 × W8.8 × H3.4 in

1 L | 34 fl oz

LIME
BP001

LIME
LB001

(UK/EU only)

HONEY
BP012

(UK/EU only)

OCEAN
BP005

OLIVE
BP010

PACKAGING PACKAGING



POINT OF SALE

STRONG DISPLAY OPTIONS
Display the Black+Blum brand with pride  
using our versatile POS solutions. 

NEW BRANDING & PACKAGING
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COUNTER POS STAND
Our euro hook stand is made of  
powder-coated steel, and assembles 
with just two screws, making it our 
simplest POS unit yet. It accommodates 
our charcoal boxes and also our cutlery 
set & case, with interchangable backing 
card available in various languages  
as required. Comes flat-packed.

W21 x D27 x H36 cm  
W8.2 x D10.6 x H14.2 in

INTERCHANGEABLE 
BACKING CARDS
AVAILABLE

ALSO DISPLAYS 
OUR CUTLERY SET 
& CASE

A5 STRUT CARDS
Engage your customers  
with enticing imagery of our  
best-selling products.

RISERS AND NAMEPLATE
Raise products and enhance your 
display. The set of 3 powder-coated 
steel risers complement any  
display shelf and neatly stack 
together for convenient storage.

Largest riser:  W15 x D15 x H10 cm 
       W5.9 x D5.9 x H3.9 in

Nameplate:     W12 x D4 x H4 cm 
       W4.7 x D1.6 x H1.6 in

PRODUCT CODE:
POS-COUNTERTOP

PRODUCT CODE:
POS-RISERS

PRODUCT CODE:
POS-NAMEPLATE
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PHOTOGRAPHIC 
STYLE
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YOUR 
LOGO

CUSTOM
PRINTING

It's now easy to customise our designs with your 
logo. Contact us to create memorable corporate 
gifts or perfect marketing giveaways.

+44(0) 20 7633 0022  
sales@black-blum.com

YOUR 
  LOGO

Y
O
U
R

L
O
G
O

YOUR
LOGO

Y
O

U
R
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O

G
O
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INTERNATIONAL 
CONTACTS

 + Australia / New Zealand 
CWM HOMEWARES 
sales@cwmhomewares.com.au 
www.cwmhomewares.com.au

 + Austria / Germany 
PROFINO GMBH & CO KG 
info@profino.de 
www.profino.de

 + Baltics 
TIRGUS CONSULTING 
ilze.tolpeznikova@
tirgusconsult.com 
www.tirgusconsult.com

 + Belgium 
MULLER 
info@muller-nv.be 
www.muller-nv.be

 + Bulgaria 
GENESIS HOME EOOD 
info@genesis.bg 
www.genesis.bg

 + Czech Republic 
ALBERTINA T/A NAOKO 
info@naoko.cz 
www.naoko.cz

 + Greece / Cyprus 
BERSON/C. SARAFIDIS BROS SA 
berson@sarafidisgroup.gr 
www.sarafadisgroup.gr 

 + Hong Kong 
LOL DISTRIBUTION  
sales@lol-distribution.com 
www.lol-distribution.com

 + Hungary 
HOME DESIGN 
antal@vbshop.hu 
www.vbshop.hu 

 + Iceland  
EPAL 
kpe@epal.is 
www.epal.is

 + Ireland & Northern Ireland 
EA SYMMONS 
nick@symmons.ie 
www.symmons.ie

 + Italy 
TRADING GROUP SRL 
info@trading-group.it 
www.trading-group.it

 + Netherlands 
TTP CONCEPTS 
rachid@ttpconcepts.nl 
www.ttpconcepts.nl 

 + Poland 
B3 M.Bem, J.Boduch,  
W.Bartyzel Spółka Jawna 
biuro@btrzy.pl 
www.btrzy.pl

 + Portugal 
PLAT 
comercial@plat.pt 
www.plat.pt

 + Russia 
FINE DESIGN GROUP 
info@finedesigngroup.ru 
www.finedesigngroup.ru

 + Spain 
FIMSA IMPORTACIONES Y 
DISTRIBUCIONES S.A. 
info@fimsa-id.com

 + Sweden, Norway & Finland 
BOX IN BAG & CO 
christina@boxinbag.com 
www.boxinbag.com

 + Switzerland 
GYGLI TRADING AG 
info@gygli.ch 
www.gygli.ch 

 + Taiwan 
SUNTRACE INT. CO, LTD. 
info@suntrace.com.tw 
www.suntrace.com.tw

 + Ukraine 
DÉCOR BOUTIQUE 
alex@decor-boutique.com 
www.decor-boutique.com

 + For all other countries,  
please contact us directly 
sales@black-blum.com
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Black and Blum Ltd.

2.07 Oxo Tower Wharf, 
Bargehouse Street, 
London, SE1 9PH, UK

sales@black-blum.com 
pr@black-blum.com

 
www.black-blum.com

T: +44(0) 20 7633 0022 
USA toll free phone: 877 360 9222

F: +44(0) 20 7633 0202 
USA toll free fax: 877 360 7327

B+B BROCHURE

BR008

5 060089 724582


